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This is the River Piyang.
The hill on the other side of River Piyang is Diyang.
Tina and Thina live on Diyang hill.
Tina and Thina are classmates.
One day, Tina and Thina take a walk.
They cross a wide stream.
When suddenly a blue fairy appears!
Tina and Thina are surprised and happy to see her.
The fairy asks them for flowers.
They bring her jasmine and hibiscus flowers.
The blue fairy happily takes the flowers from the girls.
She holds their hands.
Then they all begin to dance together.
Eventually, the blue fairy has to leave.

And Tina and Thina have to say goodbye to her.
The blue fairy flies away with the flowers, far far away.
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The Blue Fairy
(English)

The Blue Fairy is a tale about two young girls who befriend a fairy and play with her.

This is a Level 2 book for children who recognize familiar words and can read new words with help.
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